
Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 9, Number 4, pp. 293�301. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2008 SCPEDERIVING A LIGHTWEIGHT CORPORATE ONTOLOGY FORM A FOLKSONOMY:A METHODOLOGY AND ITS POSSIBLE APPLICATIONSCÉLINE VAN DAMME∗, TANGUY COENEN†, AND EDDY VANDIJCK∗Abstrat. Companies use ompany-spei� terminology that may di�er from the terminology used in existing orporateontologies (e.g. Tove) and therefore need their own ontology. However, the urrent ontology engineering tehniques are time-onsuming and there exists a oneptual mismath among developers and users. In ontrast, folksonomies or the �at bottom-uptaxonomies onstituted by web users' tags are rapidly reated. In this paper, (1) we present an approah that ost-e�iently derivesa lightweight orporate ontology from a orporate folksonomy, (2) by means of a folksonomy dataset from a European ompany,we provide preliminary evidene that our suggested approah re�ets the ompany-spei� terminology, (3) we detet a numberof possible appliations for the ompany when implementing the presented methodology on a orporate folksonomy and (4) as anadditional evaluation, we asked the ompany to brie�y evaluate the results and possible appliations.Key words: ontology, folksonomy, ompany, appliations1. Introdution. It has been stated, e.g. in [24, 6℄ that ontologies improve the ommuniation amonghumans or mahines sine they provide a shared understanding of a domain. This makes that ontologies arevery useful for ompanies. For instane they an help to improve the ommuniation between employees.At this moment, there exist several orporate ontologies, for instane Tove [7℄ and Enterprise ontology [26℄.These ontologies desribe general onepts and relations related to enterprise and proess modeling. We believethese kinds of ontologies may not be useful for every enterprise sine ompanies have a orporate-spei�terminology and onsequently have their own onepts. In our opinion, an enterprise may need its own orporateontology.Building ontologies with the urrent ontology engineering tehniques have disadvantages. First of all, it isa very time-onsuming proess [2℄ and seondly the atual users are not involved in the developing proess. Asa onsequene there exists a oneptual mismath between the developers and the atual users' voabulary [11℄.These disadvantages are not present in the relatively new ategorization method alled tagging and itsresulting folksonomy. Following the Web2.0 paradigm, a growing number of websites inorporate a tag-ging/folksonomy mehanism. They allow users to refer to resoures (bookmarks, pitures or sholarly publia-tions) on the web with freely seleted keywords or tags. The users are not restrited to a ontrolled voabularyprodued by a group of experts. Users an enter any words that enter their mind. This makes them ativepartiipators in reating new tags. Aggregating this user reated meta data leads to a �at, bottom-up taxonomy,also known as a folksonomy.Despite the strengths, tagging has its weaknesses: no oneptual meaning or hierarhial relations are addedto the tags. As a onsequene, tags have no synonyms or homonyms. Furthermore, speialized as well as generaltags an be used to annotate the same resoure [9, 10℄. These weaknesses an be solved by (1)giving the userstools that enable them to add more information to their tags (e.g. luster tags as on Deliious) [10℄ and/or (2)trying to generate more information on the tags by employing text mining, statistial tehniques and askingadditional feedbak from the ommunity [4℄.The last few years, we observe a growing attention of the semanti web ommunity for tagging and itsresulting folksonomies. At the one hand, we observe researhers that try to enrih the �at ambiguous tagswith existing online resoures (e.g. Google, Wordnet, existing ontologies) [22℄ and on the other hand, there areresearhers that onsider this user reated meta data as a valuable soure to develop ontologies [4℄.In this paper, we argue that ost-e�iently deriving a lightweight ontology from a folksonomy is also ap-pliable to a orporate folksonomy. We regard a lightweight ontology as the simplest form of an ontology: anontology where only one relation is inluded or a taxonomy as desribed by [25℄. We propose a 6-step approahwhih inludes several tehniques suh as the Levenshtein metri, o-ourrene, onditional probability, tran-sitive redution and visualization. Although, some suggestions have already been made on how a orporateontology an be built from a orporate folksonomy [3℄, no researh results have been published so far. We im-plemented our approah on a orporate folksonomy of a large European distribution ompany in whih Duthand Frenh are the two o�ial ompany languages. We obtained the simplest form of an ontology, a lightweight
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294 C. van Damme, T. Coenen and Eddy Vandijkontology, and visualized it with the open soure tool Graphviz (http://www.graphviz.org/). By means of thegenerated lightweight ontology, we were able to detet other possible appliations than the one to improve theommuniation among the employees in the ompany. As an additional evaluation, we asked the ompany toevaluate the results and its appliations.The paper is strutured as follows: we provide an overview of related work in setion 2. In setion 3, wedisuss all the tehniques of the methodology and explain how they an be integrated in our 6-step approah.In setion 4, we elaborate on the orporate folksonomy dataset disuss the general results of applying ourapproah to the dataset. We desribe possible appliations of the approah for the ompany in setion 5.Setion 6 disusses our �ndings and presents future researh. A onlusion is provided in setion 7.2. Related Work. At the time of writing, few papers have been written on disussing the use of folk-sonomies in a ompany. The authors in [17℄ present a soial bookmarking tool, alled Dogear, that lets employeestag their bookmarks from the orporate intranet and the World Wide Web. The advantages of ollaborativetagging in the enterprise are disussed in [12℄. The authors suggest that tagging an be used as an expert loa-tion tool that failitates the proess of organizing meetings with experts in the ompany. Tags are a re�etionof people's interest and/or knowledge and an as a onsequene be seen as a tool to detet experts and theirdomain of expertise.However, the authors in [17, 12℄ do not explain how to make the tags less ambiguous nor turning theminto an ontology. This is disussed in [3℄. The authors propose to derive a CRM or Customer RelationshipManagement ontology from a orporate folksonomy. They suggest an integrated visual approah that integratestext mining tehniques, tags and user feedbak. Eah time the employee adds a message or note to the CRMsystem, tags are required. At the same time, automati keywords are deteted based on the tf-idf sore. Thetf-idf sore is alulated by multiplying the word's doument frequeny by the logarithm of its inverse doumentfrequeny in the set of relevant ompany douments. The higher the sore, the more desriptive the keywordsare [20℄. In a �rst phase the user has to indiate whether there exists a relationship between the tags and thekeywords with the highest tf-idf sore. The relationship has to be spei�ed in a seond phase. In this approah,the human e�ort as well as the implementation time is very high. We also have to point out that the proposedapproah still has not been tested.Literature on folksonomies enrihment or turning folksonomies into ontologies is urrently more ommon inthe domain of the World Wide Web. In [21℄ tags of the photo-sharing site Flikr (http://www.Flikr.om/)were used in an experiment to indue a taxonomy, the simplest form of an ontology [25℄. The approah of [21℄is based on statistial natural language proessing tehniques where a subsumption or hierarhial relation wasdeduted. The authors of [22, 4℄ both suggest to inlude di�erent tehniques as well as the wealth of existingonline web resoures suh as Wordnet, Wikipedia, Google, online ditionaries and existing ontologies. Theauthors in [22℄ present an approah to enrih tags with semantis to make it possible to integrate folksonomiesand the semanti web. The authors use online lexial resoures (e.g. Wordnet, Wikipedia, Google) and ontologiesto map tags into onepts, properties or instanes and determine the relations between mapped tags. However,the resoures are tapped in one way (e.g. Wikipedia is used as spelling heker for tags) and the ommunity isnot involved to on�rm the semantis obtained from existing ontologies and resoures. Consequently, tags thatre�et new onepts, relations or instanes or new relations between tags are negleted. On the ontrary, theopposite is suggested in [4℄: ontologies are derived from folksonomies. Online lexial resoures are suggestedto be exploited in several ways. For instane Wikipedia is suggested as a spelling heker as well as a tool for�nding onepts and homonyms. Furthermore, the authors suggest involving the ommunity.However, a orporate folksonomy di�ers from a folksonomy reated on the World Wide Web. The users,their underlying motivations and the environment an be di�erent. In ase of a orporate folksonomy the user oremployee is known and will not always tag voluntarily. An employee may be enfored to tag or may be given aninentive by the ompany. As a onsequene, the amount of additional feedbak asked from the users to reatea lightweight ontology should be redued. Labor osts are very high and therefore the number of employeesinvolved with the feedbak proess should be minimized. In ontrast to web ommunities it is far easier to askthe ooperation of the ommunity: ommunity members have a di�erent mindset than employees and are morewilling to partiipate in additional proesses. However, in most ases they are anonymous. Company-spei�terminology is mostly used in a losed ompany environment whih makes it hard to inlude web resoures inthe ontology onstrution proess. The terminology may ontain terms whih have a spei� meaning for onlya small group of employees.



Deriving a Lightweight Corporate Ontology From a Folksonomy 2953. Methodology. In this setion, we �rst desribe the di�erent tehniques we implement in the 6-stepmethodology, motivate why we do not inlude other tehniques or online resoures yet, and then elaborate onhow we integrate the seleted tehniques as a whole.3.1. Overview of tehniques.3.1.1. Levenshtein metri. The Levenshtein metri is a text similarity metri whih alulates thedistane between two words. More spei�ally, it ounts how many letters have to be replaed, deleted orinserted to transform one word into the other [13℄. It is a valuable tehnique to verify the similarities of twotags. In order to alulate the distane, �rst all possible tag pairs have to be made. In [22℄ a threshold value of0.83 is used to indiate that two tags are similar. Yet tests showed us that a threshold value of 0.83 exludeda number of similar tags. For instane, the Duth nouns �ets and �etsen or biyle and biyles in English,express the same thing but do not agree in number. Both tags are the same and their Levenshtein similarity islower than 0.83. We believe this tehnique should be employed at a lower threshold value, we suggest 0.65, andinlude human feedbak. A representative employee that is very well aware of all the terminology used in theompany an be asked to on�rm or rejet the similarity.As a tag leaning method, we prefer this one to the one often suggested in literature, stemming. A stemmingalgorithm redues tags to their stems or roots. The algorithm removes su�xes and hereby e.g. redues the wordslinked and links to link [19℄. The algorithm inludes rules that are language dependent. Company-spei�language an be lost beause of the stemming algorithm. These words an di�er from the general spelling rulesor they an be abbreviations. Some languages, suh as Duth, inorporate English words in the voabularywithout adjustments to the Duth language.When stemming algorithms are used, there should be a way to determine the language of the tags andwhether it involves orporate-spei� language.3.1.2. Co-ourrene. Luhn [14℄ stated that the frequeny of words in a text an be used as a tehniqueto detet relevant keywords for a doument. Later, researhers in the domain of omputational linguistis havestarted to use the statistial tehnique o-ourrene, the ourrene of two words used together in a text,to luster terms [18℄. [15℄ used a methodology based on o-ourrene to selet the keywords for a doumentwithout a orpus or set of related douments. The o-ourrene tehnique is also proposed in the literatureon folksonomies [21, 22℄. For eah tagged resoure all the tag pairs are determined. The tie strength between atag pair is inreased eah time two tags are used together.It is interesting to know whih tags are often used together to have already an idea whih terms are oftenused together.3.1.3. Conditional Probability. A rule based on the onditional probability de�nition was proposed in[16, 21℄. More spei�ally, the rule tries to �nd out whether one of the tags in the pair an be de�ned as broaderand the other one as narrower term. By applying the de�nition of the onditional frequeny, the onditionalprobability is alulated by dividing the o-ourrene of the tag pair by the frequeny of the individual tags.Results vary between 0 and 1. The higher the result, the more the term is used in ombination with the otherterm and onsequently the more depended it is of the other term. When the di�erene between the two resultsexeeds a ertain threshold value, in [21℄ the threshold value is set to 0.8, a subsumption relationship is found.Finding an appropriate threshold value should be determined based on trial and error testing.3.1.4. Transitive Redution. In [21℄ the authors remove the roots that are logially above the parentnodes. However, we believe transitive redution, a tehnique from graph theory, is far more interesting. Tran-sitive redution redues the edges of a graph G to a graph G' by keeping all the paths that exist between thenodes in Graph G [1℄. The edges are onsequently removed beause of the implied transitivity.3.1.5. Visualization Tehniques. The use of visualization is proposed in [3℄ to lower the barriers topartiipate in naming the relations between onepts. In literature, several approahes for visualizing tags andlightweight ontologies are desribed. In [27℄ CropCirles are suggested to help people understand the omplexityof a lass hierarhy. We hypothesize that visualizing the lightweight orporate ontology may failitate thevalidation proess of the approah.3.2. Other Tehniques and online resoures. Of ourse, a lot of other tehniques (e.g. lusteringtehniques) or online resoures ould be interesting to extend the ontology with more relationships.



296 C. van Damme, T. Coenen and Eddy VandijkIn [22, 4℄ the use of online resoures suh as Google, Wikipedia, online ditionaries is suggested as additionalmean. The resoures are regarded as spelling hekers and as a mean for retrieving onepts. The ompany-spei� terminology makes it hard to use some of the soures on the internet. For instane, a ompany had agara tag, used as the abbreviation of the Duth word garage. When using gara as a searh term for Google, wedid not �nd any link referring to the orret meaning of the term. On Wikipedia, we found a page desribing theterm, but the onept or desription attributed to it was inorret. On Wikipedia, gara is a Basque word and thename of a Spanish newspaper. This auses problems. We have to know whether the tag belongs to the spei�terminology of the ompany or not. In order to �nd this out, human feedbak is neessary. However, askingemployees to verify the word's bakground an quikly beome too time-onsuming. Therefore, we deided notto inlude any web resoures yet.3.3. 6-Steps Approah . Based on the tehniques disussed in previous setion, we explain how theyan be integrated into our 6-step approah to derive a orporate ontology form a orporate folksonomy.3.3.1. Step 1: Seletion of the Tags. First, we remove all the Duth stop words (Based on the listavailable at http://snowball.tartarus.org/algorithms/duth/stop.txt) and �lter the messages with fewerthan 2 tags. We then withdraw the less frequently used tags by ranking the tags in an absolute frequeny.Although in the domain of automati indexing upper as well as lower bounds are used to exlude non-signi�antwords, we assume that removing the upper bound tags will remove important ompany-spei� elements forour lightweight ontology [8℄.3.3.2. Step 2: Clean the Tags. Sine folksonomies do not restrit its user to use a ontrolled voabularyor prede�ned keywords, tags are polluted (e.g. plural and singular tags) and need to be leaned up. We use theLevenhstein similarity metri ombined with human feedbak.Based on a trial and error method, we deide to take 0.65 as a threshold value. All the tag pairs that reaha Levenhstein similarity of 0.65 will be presented and when two keywords are similar, the user has to hek theorresponding hek button, as visualized in �gure one.Then, the tag with the lowest frequeny will be replaed with the one with the highest frequeny. We optfor this rule sine we believe that the tag with the highest frequeny determines how the word should be writtenby the wisdom of the rowds in the ompany [23℄.In �gure 3.1, there are 4 tag pairs heked as similar. The tags with the highest frequeny are always onthe left. In the ase of the tag pair (winkel winkels) or (shop shops) translated into English, the tag winkels willbe replaed with winkel in the database. Whereas the tag pair (artikel1234 artikel1235 ) will not be adjusted.Latter tag pair ontains dissimilar tags beause they express di�erent artile numbers.After the adjustment, we reselet the tags following the same proedure as desribed in the �rst step.3.3.3. Step 3: Co-ourrene. For eah message we make all the tag pairs. Then, we ount the frequenyof eah unique tag pair. The more two tags are used together, the higher this frequeny or o-ourrene value.Again, we deide to inlude only the ones with the highest frequeny to �nd the most frequent relations.3.3.4. Step 4: Finding Broader/Narrower Relations. We want to derive the simplest form of anontology and therefore need to �nd the broader/narrower relations between the terms, for instane the relationbetween animal and dog. We apply the onditional probability funtion as desribed in previous setion.Therefore, we divide the o-ourrene of the tag pair by the frequeny of the tag itself. We did some manualtests deiding on 0.70 as the most appropriate threshold value. The higher the threshold value, the broader andthe less deep the resulting ontology will be. For instane, when the tag pair animal dog ours a 100 times andthe frequeny of both tags is respetively 500 and 120, we obtain the following results: animal = 0.2 and dog= 0.83. The tag dog exeeds the threshold value of 0.70 and therefore the relation between animal-dog an beonsidered as a broader narrower relationship.3.3.5. Step 5 & 6: Transitive Redution and Visualization. First, we apply the transitive redutionand then we visualize the remaining relations through Graphviz.4. Dataset. In this setion, we present the orporate folksonomy dataset and explain the results of applyingour approah to this dataset.
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Fig. 3.1. Asking human feedbak based on the Levenshtein metri4.1. Desription orporate folksonomy. We have implemented our approah in a large Europeandistribution ompany with headquarters in Belgium in whih Duth and Frenh are the two o�ial ompanylanguages. The ompany employs more than 15.000 people aross Europe.Tagging has been used on all their ommuniation messages for more than 20 years. Messages suh as lettersand faxes that are not sent eletronially are manually sanned, tagged and arhived into an information system.Tags replae the subjet line of the message. Tagging is ompletely integrated in the orporate ulture. Themessages an be reated manually, automatially and semi-automatially. The automati and semi-automatimessages have default tags. In ase of semi-automati messages, the author has to add omplementary tags.Manually reated messages require user reated tags.Initially, tags were introdued to solve the information retrieval problem sine full text searh engines werenot available at the time. Tagging has remained part of the ommuniation messaging system. However, theambiguity of the �at tags and the information overload obstruts the searh proess. The ompany introduedsome tag rules suh as a minimum number of tags, no stop words, no plurals and no onjugated verbs, but onlya minority of the employees in the ompany obeys all these rules.Even though the tagging system at this ompany is somewhat di�erent from urrent web-based taggingpraties, the 20-years worth of tagged messages represented a real opportunity to test out the approah in areal-life ase. Suh ases are rare, as not many organizations have adopted tagging in a way whih allows theanalysis of a large body of tags. Tagging is so widely adopted and part of the orporate ulture we believe thetags an be made to represent a non-toy lightweight ontology.4.2. Tag datasets. In 2006, more than 8.000.000 messages were reated and roughly 60.000.000 tags intotal were used. 91% of the messages are reated by Duth speaking employees.Due to the large size of the dataset and limited omputer power, we deided to make a seletion of the tags.We foused our analysis on the tags added to Duth messages. More spei�ally, we analyzed 2 di�erent messagetypes individually: quik internal messages and notes sine these are often used message types in the ompany.



298 C. van Damme, T. Coenen and Eddy VandijkAs we disuss in the following paragraphs, we split the dataset into two sets and applied the 6-steps approahto tags annotated to quik internal and notes message types from both datasets.4.2.1. Tag dataset 1: tags from automati, semi-automati and manual messages. At the be-ginning, we were not able to make a distintion between tags from automati, semi-automati and manualmessages sine a unique �eld to �lter out the manual ones is not stored by the ompany. Therefore, the �rsttag dataset onsisted of tags from the automati, semi-automati and manual messages.Some information systems in the ompany an send automati messages to the employees to inform them onertain issues, for instane an employee on�rms to be present at a ertain meeting and the system automatiallysends a message to the person who organized the meeting. Tags are automatially generated and added to themessage. In the ase of semi-automati messages, a message is based on an existing template inluding a listof tags that have to be extended. Whereas in the ase of manual messages, the message as well as the tags aremanually reated.We applied the approah to this dataset and after tag leansing, we seleted a group of tags (approximately150) with a very high frequeny (between 5000 and 147.000) to grasp the meaning and interrelations of thesefrequently used tags. We did the same for the seletion of tag pairs.In �gure 4.1, a part of the obtained lightweight ontology of the quik internal messages is visualized. Werenamed the top level node �name_of_shop� to guarantee the anonymity of the ompany.

Fig. 4.1. Partial results obtained from analyzing the quik internal messages from dataset 14.2.2. Tag dataset 2: tags from manual messages. After presenting and disussing former results atthe ompany, we realized it would be interesting to �lter out the manual reated tags. Apparently, many mes-sages are automatially reated and therefore partially in�uene the results reeived through previous dataset.Based on the additional information given by the ompany, we were able to write a small sript that allowsus to make a distintion between the di�erent kinds of messages. In total there are around 7.340.000 Duthmessages reated in 2006. 72% of them are automatially reated, 23% manually and 5% semi-automatially.The same steps of the approah were applied to this dataset. Again, we seleted a set of tags whih have afrequeny of more than 1.000, and employed the same threshold values as desribed in the approah. Finally,we reeived the result displayed in �gure 4.2.4.3. Disussion of Results. When visually omparing the output of the two message types, we notiethat the 2 generated lightweight ontologies ontain di�erent terms. This means that the tag usage between thetwo message types di�ers. Consequently, we will need to �nd a way to map the di�erent partial results into aomplete ontology.We notie that we have aptured other relations than merely broader/narrower or a kind of relations. Forinstane the relation between the tags name of shop and baby, an not really be onsidered as a kind of relation
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Fig. 4.2. Partial results obtained from the message type �Notes� from the seond datasetbut more like a is related to relation. It provides more information regarding a stok item of the shop. Therefore,it would be interesting to �nd a way to apture these di�erent kinds of relations and also hek whether we maystill apply transitive redution.We also observed that the graphs, as in �gure 3.1, inlude some tags orresponding to the Frenh languagesuh as artile, bebe, magasin, piee, rehange. When having a loser look at the data set, we notied that thereare some bilingual messages with bilingual tags. The tags an not be diretly �ltered from the database sinethere is no unique identi�er. Looking at the results, we observed a pattern: the same tag relation exists betweenthe Duth and Frenh tag pair e.g. in �gure 3.1 (artikel, baby) and (artile, bebe). We also observed this in theother results whih are not visually inluded in this paper.Tests with the Levenhstein metri, revealed that we an eliminate some Frenh tags due to the losesimilarity among both languages e.g. fatuur in Duth and fature in Frenh. In this way, the Levenshteinmetri an redue the pollution by Frenh tags.By applying our approah to these tags, we have redued their tag's weaknesses as desribed in the �rstsetion. We now know with whih other terms tags are mostly used together, for instane the tag fout is oftenused together with the tag name_of_shop. Pollution suh as singular and plural tags is �ltered out.Sine some parts of the obtained lightweight ontology are logially interpretable, we brie�y veri�ed theresults by presenting them to the IT-diretor and the ommuniation system's analyst of the ompany. Theyveri�ed the results by looking at the visualizations and heking the tags in the ommuniation system messagingsystem. They both on�rmed that it re�ets the ompany's terminology. Therefore, we onluded that theapproah would be valuable to improve the ommuniation among the employees. It visualizes how terms areoften used together. When applying the approah on the tag dataset of every department, we should be ableto ompare the terminology of the di�erent departments.5. Possible Appliations. Ontologies an be used to improve the ommuniation in the ompany asmotivated by [24, 6℄. However, we believe that the methodology whih we presented in this paper an be usedfor other appliations than merely improving the ommuniation among the employees in the ompany. Thefat that the methodology is based (1) on the analysis of meta data or tags generated by the employees inthe ompany and (2) the tagging proess of the ompany under study is ompletely integrated with the atualbusiness proesses, generates a broad overview on the ativities taken plae over a ertain time period.As we will explain in the next paragraphs, we believe the visualization obtained from the approah ouldbe used as a deision tool for management, follow-up tool for new terminology and as a tool for the reation ofnew teams.5.1. Deision Management Tool. We believe that our methodology of building a visual lightweightorporate ontology from a folksonomy an be onsidered as a kind of business intelligene tool. Businessintelligene aims at disovering interesting information based on analyzing the existing data in the ompany inorder to improve the deision making proess and generate a ompetitive advantage [5℄.By observing �gure 1, we notied two remarkable relations. On the one hand, we saw that there exists alink between the name of shop (we renamed this tag to guarantee the anonymity of the ompany) and the tagfout or mistake in English. On the other hand, we found a relationship between the name of shop and the



300 C. van Damme, T. Coenen and Eddy Vandijktags Tongerl and Fil3965. The tag Tongerl is used as the abbreviation for a Belgian ity and Fil3965 is theID of one of the shops. The �rst mentioned relationship ould be a signal that something is wrong and thatthe relationship between these tags should be further investigated. The latter one ould indiate that the shopFil3965 has high sales revenue or high ustomer's omplaints. By taking the time fator into aount, theseresults ould be ompared over di�erent time periods. Therefore, the approah presented in this paper mightbe an interesting tool for high-level managers in the ompany. High-level managers are more foused on higherlevel ompany's issues suh as orporate strategy and are not always aware of all the things that are going on inthe ompany. The visualization of the lightweight ontology obtained through our approah ould support themin their daily work and help them in deision making. Therefore, we regard it as a kind of tool for deisionmaking or a sort of add-on for an existing business intelligene tool.5.2. Follow-up Tool for new Terminology. The proposed approah ould be valuable as a follow-uptool for new orporate terminology. It reveals how new terms are utilized and interpreted. In the ase ofompany aquisition, suh an approah ould be very interesting. When a ompany gets aquired by anotherompany, the aquired ompany will have to apply new terminology to improve the ommuniation proessbetween both of them. Again, the time fator an be inluded in the proess to evaluate and ompare theresults.5.3. Creating Teams. When new teams have to be set up, the approah might be helpful to hoose themost appropriate employees. This visualization shows how tags are ombined with other ones. By seleting allthe terms that are related to a ertain word, the orresponding employees ould be seleted for the reation of anew team. Of ourse, soial networking tehniques [16℄ whih an be used to luster employees based on sharedtags, an be used as an additional tehnique to �nd employees.6. Disussion and Future Researh. Next to brie�y validating the approah by presenting the results tothe IT-diretor and ommuniation system's analyst of the ompany, we also disussed the possible appliationsof the approah. In their opinion, the �rst and third appliation bene�t would be most interesting to theirompany. They even suggested a visual searh tool as an additional appliation. Suh as tool ould be anextension of the suggested management tool. When the manager �nds an interesting hierarhial relation orluster, he should be able to lik on it to retrieve the orresponding messages.We plan to expand our tests to other message types to verify the appliations whih we dedued from oururrent results. In addition, we should set up fous groups with employees of the ompany where the results andthe possible appliations an be extensively disussed. The approah should be further extended and inludemore tehniques and algorithms suh as lustering tehniques. In this way, more relations might be inluded inthe ontology.A threshold value that determines the minimal optimal frequeny of a ertain tag to be taken into aountwhen applying our methodology should also be found.When taking tags into aount for business intelligene appliations, the quality of the tags, beomes animportant issue. Tagging does not restrit its users to use a prede�ned ontrolled voabulary, they are free touse whatever tags or keywords they like. Sine no ontrol mehanism is inluded, there is no ertitude regardingthe quality of the tags. Therefore, metris to automatially detet high quality tags beomes a real neessity.Further, we will try to �nd a method to map the ontologies obtained by applying the approah to di�erentmessage types. However, we believe a ost-bene�t analysis should also be built-in in the approah to evaluatewhether a more extended version of the ontology will generate the neessarily return on investment. Currently,the approah minimizes the human input and in this way a lightweight-ontology is ost-e�iently derived fromthe orporate folksonomy.7. Conlusion. Companies need a orporate ontology beause it an improve the ommuniation amongthe employees. Sine urrent ontology engineering tehniques have some disadvantages, we proposed a newontology engineering tehnique based on orporate folksonomies. It is a 6-step approah to turn a orporatefolksonomy into a lightweight orporate ontology. By means of a orporate folksonomy, we applied our approahto an existing orporate folksonomy dataset. Based on a �rst small validation we onluded that the obtainedlightweight ontology re�ets the ompany's terminology and might help to improve the ommuniation amongthe employees. We also dedued a number of possible appliations for a ompany: deision tool for management,follow-up tool for new terminology and as a tool for the reation of new teams.
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